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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the propagation coupling
loss (captures all sources of attenuation between serving
cell and mobile station (MS)) and geometry metric (GM)
(downlink average signal-to-interference plus noise ratio)
performance of mmWave cellular networks for outdoor and
indoor MSs, considering urban micro (UMi) environments.
Based on these studies, we identify effective mmWave fre-
quency bands for cellular communication. We consider
3GPP compliant system-level simulations with two power
allocation schemes: 1) transmit power scaled with commu-
nication bandwidth, and 2) constant total transmit power.
Simulation results show that with scaled transmit power al-
location, GM performance degradation is small: 20% of
MSs experience GM less than 0 dB at all mmWave fre-
quencies considered, for outdoor MSs. With constant Tx
power allocation, 20% of MSs experience GM less than 0
dB for frequencies up to 30 GHz. Furthermore, 35% (48%)
of outdoor MSs experience GM performance less than 0 dB
at 60 GHz (100 GHz). On the other hand, for indoor MSs,
even with scaled Tx power allocation, favorable GM per-
formance is observed only at low frequencies, i.e., 2 GHz.

1 Introduction

Achieving higher system capacity and higher data rates
are two major goals in fifth-generation (5G) mobile com-
munication systems. To this end, extending the opera-
tion of 5G systems to millimeter-wave (mmWave) bands
is critical due to the availability of large amount of band-
width. However, before extending cellular communica-
tion to mmWave bands, it is important to develop accurate
and flexible mmWave propagation models, and investigate
achievable performance with mmWave transmission by us-
ing those models.

There are several recent efforts to develop mmWave prop-
agation models for 5G networks [1, 2, 3, 4]. A mmWave
channel model is developed in [5], based on extensive chan-
nel measurements in 28 GHz, 38 GHz, 60 GHz, and 73 GHz
mmWave bands, considering peer-to-peer and vehicular
scenarios. A measurement based [6] path loss (PL) model
is presented in [7], along with a distance dependent line-of-
sight (LoS) probability model. Another measurement based
mmWave PL model is introduced in [8] considering 54-59
GHz and 61-66 GHz mmWave bands. In that, ultra wide
band pseudo noise signal with bandwidth of 1.2 GHz is
used for channel sounding. Recently, in collaboration with
fourteen different institutions, three mmWave PL models
are developed in [3]: 1) close-in (CI) free space reference
distance model, 2) alpha-beta-gamma (ABG) model, and
3) CI free space reference distance model with frequency

dependent PL exponent (CIF), based on channel measure-
ments and ray tracing data.

Even though there are several efforts in developing
mmWave propagation models, there are limited investiga-
tions on system-level propagation performance of mmWave
cellular systems. Although it is generally understood that
mmWave frequency bands tend to achieve poor propagation
performance e.g. due to increased PL, oxygen absorption, it
is not quantitatively understood which mmWave bands are
effectively available for cellular network operation.

In this paper, we quantitatively analyze mmWave propaga-
tion characteristics in multi-cell environments using 3GPP
based system-level simulations. In particular, we focus on
propagation coupling loss (CL) and geometry metric (GM)
performance of outdoor and indoor mobile stations (MSs)
in urban micro (UMi) environments. The propagation CL
provides information regarding the attenuation the desired
signal undergoes when traveling from serving cell to MS.
On the other hand, the GM performance captures the qual-
ity of the desired signal at the MS by taking into consid-
eration the interference from other transmissions and addi-
tive white gaussian noise (AWGN). We consider mmWave
propagation models proposed in [3] for our analysis. These
models are also the baseline propagation models for 3GPP
mmWave channel models. Further, we consider two power
allocation schemes in our investigation to understand the
possibility of compensating for losses incurred at mmWave
frequencies. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we review mmWave propagation models con-
sidered in our analysis. System-level simulation results for
propagation CL and GM performance are discussed in Sec-
tion 3. Finally, Section 4 provides concluding remarks.

2 mmWave Propagation Models

The mmWave propagation models recently developed in [3]
based on extensive channel measurements and ray tracing
simulations are considered for our investigation. In this
section, we review those propagation models to obtain a
better insight about how specific propagation behaviors in
mmWave frequencies are captured within those models.

2.1 Path Loss for LoS and NLoS

All PL models are functions of transmission frequency and
distance, and are applicable for 0.5− 100 GHz frequency
range. For our analysis, we consider CI model as LoS PL
model and ABG model as non-LoS (NLoS) PL model. The
LoS PL model from CI model is defined as [3]:

PLLoS( fc,d) = FSPL( fc)+21log10(d)+X LoS
σ , (1)



where free space path loss (FSPL) is defined as

FSPL( fc) = 20log10

(
4π fc

c

)
,

and d, fc and c are the distance between transmitter and
receiver (in m), operating frequency (in Hz), and the speed
of light (in m/s), respectively. Shadow fading for the CI
model (X LoS

σ ) is normally distributed with N (0,3.762).
The NLoS PL model from ABG model is given by

PLNLoS( fc,d) = 10α log10(d)+β +10γ log10( fc)+X NLoS
σ .

(2)

Here, α = 3.53 captures how the path loss varies with
distance, β = 22.4 is a floating offset value in dB, and
γ = 2.13 captures path loss variation with frequency (in
GHz). Shadow fading is normally distributed and captured
by the term X NLoS

σ ∼ N (0,7.822). For calculating LoS
probability, [3] proposes to consider 3GPP LoS probability
model in [9].

2.2 Outdoor-to-Indoor Penetration Loss

The Outdoor-to-Indoor (O2I) penetration loss (LO2I( fc))
considered in our analysis can be given as [3]

LO2I( fc) = Ltw( fc)+Lin +X O2I
σ , (3)

where Ltw( fc), and Lin are building penetration loss, and
loss due to signal traveling inside the building, respectively.
A normally distributed random loss, X O2I

σ ∼N (0,σ2
O2I) is

also introduced. Note here that the penetration loss through
the external wall (Ltw( fc)) depends on fc and in [3], models
for this frequency dependent penetration loss are provided
for standard multi-pane glass (Lg), infrared reflective (IRR)
glass (LIRRg) and concrete (Lc) materials. Then the compos-
ite penetration loss is obtained by considering a weighted
average of the transmission through two different materials
mentioned previously. Two variants of the composite loss
model are proposed [3]; 1) low loss model (LLow

tw ), and 2)

high loss model (LHigh
tw ). The penetration loss through wall

for each model is then defined as,

LLow
tw = 5−10log10

(
0.3×10−0.1Lg +0.7×10−0.1Lc

)
+X O2I

σ ,L

LHigh
tw = 5−10log10

(
0.7×10−0.1LIRRg +0.3×10−0.1Lc

)
+X O2I

σ ,H .

For LLow
tw , and LHigh

tw , σ2
O2I is defined as 3, and 5 [3], respec-

tively. Then, Ltw( fc)+X O2I
σ is calculated as,

Ltw( fc)+X O2I
σ = 10log10

(
0.5×100.1LLow

tw +0.5×100.1LHigh
tw

)
.

(4)

2.3 Oxygen Absorption Loss

We consider a frequency dependent oxygen absorption loss model
for our analysis. The oxygen absorption loss, LOA( fc,d) can be
given as

LOA( fc,d) = δ ( fc)×d, (5)

where δ ( fc) is a frequency dependent loss factor.

Table 1. System-level simulator configuration.

Parameter Value
Deployment scenario 19 BSs, 3 sectors / BS

ISD 200 m (3D-UMi)
BS antenna height (hBS) 10 m (3D-UMi)

MS distribution Outdoor only and indoor only
Avg. no. UEs per sector 10

Noise level (N0) −174 dBm/Hz
Noise figure 9 dB

Table 2. Bandwidth and Power allocation.

fc (GHz) 2 10 30 60 100
BW (MHz) 20 300 500 1000 2000

PTx

Scaled Tx power
44.0 55.8 58.0 61.0 64.0

Constant Tx power
(dBm) 44.0

3 System-Level Performance Analysis Using
3GPP based System-Level Simulations

In this section, we quantitatively investigate geometry and prop-
agation CL performance in a mmWave cellular network using a
3GPP compliant system-level simulator. We consider 3-tier cell
layout with 19 base stations (BSs) each with 3 sectors (all together
57 sectors). A wrap-around architecture is considered to have
similar interference impact in all the cells. UEs are dropped uni-
formly and randomly within the given area. The BS is equipped
with a uniform linear antenna array (ULA) having 10 antenna ele-
ments and generates a vertical beam with a 10.2 degree half power
beamwidth, and 17.6 dB maximum gain. The beam is electri-
cally down tilted by 102 degrees (elevation angle from zenith) for
transmission. MS consists of a single antenna element. Parame-
ter configurations considered are summarized in Table 1 (see also
Table 8.2-2 in [9]). Further, as shown in Table 2, we consider
different bandwidths (BW) for different fc values. This is an im-
portant consideration since one of the main motivations to move
to mmWave spectrum is the availability of large bandwidth. Oxy-
gen absorption loss, LOA( fc,d) is significant only at 60 GHz with
δ = 15 dB/km [3] and negligible for all the other fc considered in
the analysis. The system-level simulator is calibrated with 3GPP
requirements as described in [9].

We consider two power allocation schemes: 1) transmit power
(PTx) is available proportionally with the BW, and 2) constant PTx

irrespective of the available BW. Table 2 summarizes PTx for dif-
ferent fc. Finally, for all our investigations, we consider UMi en-
vironment corresponding to the street canyon environment.

3.1 Coupling Loss Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze propagation CL performance for out-
door and indoor MSs. CL captures all sources of attenuation, i.e.,
due to propagation, antenna radiation, of the signal between serv-
ing cell and MS [10]. Since CL does not depend on PTx, CL is the
same for both Tx power allocation schemes considered here. CL
is defined as:

CL = GTx +GRx (6)

− (PL( fc,d)+LO2I( fc)+LOA( fc,d)−Gsm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Link Loss

,

where GTx and GRx are transmit and receive antenna gains,
respectively. The gain due to multipath transmission is cap-
tured in Gsm, which is affected by the antenna array geom-
etry [9]. In order to analyze CL, we define link loss as,

Link Loss = PL( fc,d)+LO2I( fc)+LOA( fc,d)−Gsm. (7)
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Figure 1. CDFs of coupling loss for outdoor MSs.

With increasing PL( fc,d), LO2I( fc), and LOA( fc,d), link
loss in (7) increases. Hence, CL in (6) decreases with in-
creasing link loss (larger negative value). In the subsequent
sections, we study how each of these factors affect CL per-
formance.

3.1.1 Coupling Loss for Outdoor MSs

In Fig. 1, cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of CL
for outdoor MSs with different fc values are presented.
As can be observed from that, CL decreases (link loss in-
creases) with fc. This is because of the high PL experienced
at higher frequencies. For example, approximately 35 dB
difference in CL can be seen between 2 GHz and 100 GHz
at 0.5 CDF point. Further, an additional loss of about 3 dB
at 60 GHz (compared to w/o LOA( fc,d)) can be observed
due to oxygen absorption.

Fig. 1 also shows CL values for which received signal-to-
noise power ratio (SNR) is zero (CLSNR=0 = −PTx +N0,
where N0 is AWGN) using colored line segments with col-
ors corresponding to fc, for constant total Tx power alloca-
tion. For a particular fc, when CL is less than the CLSNR=0,
the system is operating in noise-limited condition (received
signal power is below constant noise level, N0). On the
other hand, when observed CL is greater than the CLSNR=0

(received signal power is larger than N0), the system tends
to operate in interference-limited condition. As per Fig. 1,
for outdoor MSs, up to 30 GHz, system sensitivity to noise
is not significant (interference-limited) whereas at 60 GHz,
and 100 GHz, system noise sensitivity increases.

3.1.2 Coupling Loss for Indoor MSs

CL distribution for indoor MSs is presented in Fig. 2. As
can be observed, there is a CL difference of about 70 dB be-
tween 2 GHz and 100 GHz at 0.5 CDF point. Compared to
outdoor MSs, CL performance for indoor MSs is degraded
due to the additional LO2I( fc).

Further, it can clearly be seen from Fig. 2, at 60 GHz and
100 GHz, almost all the indoor MSs are in noise-limited
condition (colored line segments with colors corresponding
to fc) due to LO2I( fc) experienced by indoor MSs. In addi-
tion, indoor MSs also suffer additional loss of about 4 dB at
60 GHz due to oxygen absorption which is slightly higher
than that experienced by outdoor MSs. This is because, sig-
nal has to travel some additional distance inside the building
also (LOA( fc,d) depends on distance traveled).
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Figure 2. CDFs of coupling loss for indoor MSs.

3.2 Geometry Metric Performance Analysis

In this section we evaluate GM performance for outdoor
and indoor MSs in UMi environment considering two Tx
power allocation schemes. The GM, which is the statis-
tics of the average signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) in the area can be given as:

GM = E

(
PRx,ser

N0 +∑Nc
i�=ser PRx,i

)
, (8)

where PRx,ser, and PRx,i are the received signal power from
serving cell, and interference power from cell i ( �= ser). Nc

is the total number of sectors, i.e., 57 in this evaluation.
With the wrap-around architecture, MSs in the entire layout
experience similar interference impact. Next, we evaluate
how GM performance varies for outdoor and indoor MSs
with different Tx power allocation schemes.

3.2.1 Geometry Metric for Outdoor MSs

GM distribution for outdoor MSs with scaled Tx power (Tx
power allocation scheme 1 in Table 2), is shown in Fig. 3.
As per the figure, we can observe that GM performance
is almost similar at all fc and about 20% of MSs experi-
ence GM performance less than 0 dB. The reason for ex-
periencing similar GM at all fc is due to PTx being scaled
with available BW and as a result system tends to operate in
interference-limited condition. Further, slightly better GM
performance can be observed with LOA( fc,d) at 60 GHz
compared to GM at other fc values. This is because, de-
creasing of interference power due to LOA is higher as inter-
fering signal has to travel longer distance than that of the de-
sired signal. Since the system is operating in interference-
limited conditions due to PTx being scaled with BW, reduc-
tion in interference enhances GM performance.

Fig. 4 captures GM distribution for outdoor MSs with con-
stant Tx power allocation. As can be observed from that, up
to 30 GHz, difference in GM performance is not very sig-
nificant (about 20% of MSs experience GM less than 0 dB),
although PL is generally larger for higher frequencies. This
is because, both the signal power and the interference power
decrease with fc without significantly impacting the GM
(interference-limited). On the other hand, for 60 GHz, and
100 GHz, approximately 35%, and 48% MSs experience
GM less than 0 dB. The reason is, system becomes noise-
limited at these frequencies, and GM performance degrades
as a result of the decreasing signal power while noise level
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N0 stays constant.

3.2.2 Geometry Metric for Indoor MSs

Fig. 5 captures GM CDFs for indoor MSs with scaled
Tx power allocation. As can be observed from that, for
30 GHz, 60 GHz, and 100 GHz GM is less than 0 dB
for 75%, 90% and all most all MSs, respectively. When
compare this with outdoor scaled Tx power case, a clear
degradation in GM performance can be observed. This
is because of the larger penetration loss, LO2I( fc) experi-
enced by indoor MSs at mmWave frequencies. Because of
this LO2I( fc), as discussed in Section 3.1.2, system tends
to operate in noise-limited condition at mmWave frequen-
cies. Hence, it can be inferred that, even by scaling Tx
power based on available BW, it is difficult to compensate
the larger outdoor-to-indoor penetration loss incurred at
higher frequencies for indoor MSs. It is generally expected
that, larger PL at mmWave frequencies can be compen-
sated partially with higher beamforming gain (with larger
antenna array). However, this beamforming gain may still
not be enough to overcome this outdoor-to-indoor penetra-
tion loss. Also, unlike in outdoor case, now oxygen absorp-
tion loss at 60 GHz contributes for GM degradation as the
system is in noise-limited condition. The GM performance
is further degraded for constant Tx power allocation, even
though the performance is not presented in the paper.

4 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we quantitatively analyze system-level prop-
agation performance of mmWave cellular networks using
3GPP based system-level simulation assumptions. For dif-
ferent mmWave frequency bands, we study how the propa-
gation coupling loss and geometry metric performance vary
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for outdoor and indoor MSs in UMi environments. Based
on this investigation, it could be understood that for outdoor
MSs, mmWave frequencies up to 30 GHz are feasible op-
tions for 5G systems operation, irrespective of the Tx power
allocation scheme considered. For indoor MSs, achievable
geometry metric performance at mmWave frequencies is
not good enough since the system tends to operate under
noise-limited conditions, mainly due to high frequency de-
pendent outdoor-to-indoor penetration loss.
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